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Judges in Polish Newspaper Headlines in 2022: 
A Contribution to the Media Image of the Judge

Sędziowie na pierwszych stronach gazet w 2022 r. Przyczynek do 
medialnego obrazu sędziego

ABSTRACT

The study fits within the scope of research on the media image of judges, which is part of a larger 
media image of the world. The relevance of the subject of research results from the position and sig-
nificance of judges for the functioning of society and the state, as well as the interdependence between 
the functioning of the profession of judge, its prestige and the so-called public opinion. The aim of 
the article is a reconstruction of the image of the judge (its properties and relationships between these 
properties), the carrier of which are front pages of newspapers. Having found it reasonable to restrict 
the source base to paper issues of national daily newspapers representative for the Polish newspaper 
market, issued in 2022, the following three titles have been analysed: “Dziennik Gazeta Prawna”, 
“Gazeta Wyborcza” and “Nasz Dziennik”. These analyses allowed to: identify the properties attrib-
uted to judges in each periodical and structure them; observe the identity of the linguistic measures 
and devices used in the newspapers in question to shape the image of the judge and concurrently the 
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different nature of images of the judge shaped on the front pages of the newspapers under research; 
conclude that, in all the titles examined, the images of the judge as a personal embodiment of the 
court (which is not always properly differentiated) are not a reflection of reality, but an interpretation 
thereof, and are a collection of subjective and emotionally related characteristics.

Keywords: judge; court; media image of the judge; Dziennik Gazeta Prawna; Gazeta Wyborcza; 
Nasz Dziennik

INTRODUCTION

We treat our article as a partial discussion of a broader problem of the media 
image (hereinafter: MI) of the judge, which is a component of the media image of 
the world (hereinafter: MIW). We aim to describe the image of the judge, which 
is carried by a strictly defined fragment of the media coverage. In order to achieve 
this goal, we wanted not only to select a list of properties that are being attributed 
to judges, but also to examine the issue of consistency of this image. In order to 
justify such a goal, it is necessary to formulate assumptions concerning both the 
significance of the topic addressed and the selection of the subject of analysis. The 
methodological basis of the article also needs to be determined.

JUSTIFICATION OF THE RELEVANCE OF THE RESEARCH SUBJECT

The relevance of the issue of the MI of the judge is determined by three premises.  
(1) Observation of the significance of the profession of judge for the functioning 
of society and the state, and interrelated assumptions of (2) the influence of the 
so-called public opinion on the functioning of the profession of judge and (3) the 
correlation between the MI of a judge and the shape of public opinion regarding 
the profession of judge,1 which can be treated as interdependent variables affecting 
the prestige of this profession.2

It seems that only the first of these conditions can be regarded as manifest one. 
It is linked with the role and position of the judge related to the tasks assigned to 
them. Judges are public officials, representatives of the judiciary, who perform 
judicial function within justice administration exercised by courts.3 This prejudges 

1 For example, see J. Wasilewski, Mechanizmy medialne a wizerunek sądu w Polsce z 2010 
roku, [in:] Współczesne media. Wolne media?, vol. 2: Oddziaływanie mediów, eds. I. Hofman, D. Kę-
pa-Figura, Lublin 2010, pp. 187–196.

2 Cf. S. Pilipiec, M. Kępa, The Prestige of Legal Professions among Students of Law and the 
Intention to Practice These Professions, “Studia Iuridica Lublinensia” 2019, vol. 28(4), pp. 65–87.

3 Article 2 § 1 of the Act of 27 July 2001 – Law on the system of common courts (consolidated 
text, Journal of Laws 2023, item 1429) in conjunction with Article 175 (1) of the Constitution of the 
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the important role for the democratic state ruled by law, the Republic of Poland, 
played not only by courts as institutions, but also by judges as those who adjudi-
cate in matters falling within the jurisdiction of courts.4 This was reflected in the 
definition in the Polish Constitution not only of fundamental principles concerning 
courts administering justice in the Republic of Poland but also of the position and 
guarantees vested in the judge. Judges are independent in the exercise of their 
office and are subject only to the Polish Constitution and statutory laws.5 Judicial 
independence is a complex category with differentiated normatively defined guar-
antees. These may be briefly listed as apoliticism, incompatibility of posts, judicial 
immunity or proper remuneration.6 The status of a judge is also determined by 
constitutionally defined: appointment, non-removability, admissibility of judge 
dismissal and transfer to another position.7

The other two grounds for the conviction of the significance of the issue of the 
MI of the judge need to be proven, but their verification goes beyond the aims of 
our article.8

An argument, important for the study, confirming the validity of the assumption 
(3) is the 2022 CBOS survey on the respondents’ beliefs regarding what influences 
their opinion on Polish courts and the judiciary. As we can see in the chart (see 
Figure 1), 52% of respondents, answering the question “Are your views on Polish 
courts and judges based primarily on…?”, chose the answer “information from 
television, newspapers, the Internet”.

Republic of Poland of 2 April 1997 (Journal of Laws 1997, no. 78, item 483, as amended) and Arti-
cle 115 § 13 (3) in principio of the Act of 6 June 1997 – Criminal Code (consolidated text, Journal 
of Laws 2022, item 1138, as amended). See also S. Tkacz, Sędzia jako osoba sprawiająca „wymiar 
sprawiedliwości”, “Przegląd Prawa i Administracji” 2017, vol. 110, pp. 177–203.

4 Article 2 of the Polish Constitution; W. Sokolewicz, M. Zubik, Uwagi do art. 2 Konstytucji 
RP, [in:] Konstytucja Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej. Komentarz, eds. L. Garlicki, M. Zubik, Warszawa 
2016, p. 109.

5 Article 178 (1) of the Polish Constitution. Cf. P. Wiliński, P. Karlik, Uwagi do art. 178 Kon-
stytucji RP, [in:] Konstytucja RP, vol. 2: Komentarz art. 87–243, eds. M. Safjan, L. Bosek, Warszawa 
2016, pp. 1007–1039 and the literature referred to therein; judgment of the Constitutional Tribunal 
of 24 June 1999, K 3/98, LEX no. 33153; judgment of the Constitutional Tribunal of 9 March 2016, 
K 47/15, LEX no. 2001897.

6 Article 103 (2), Article 178 (2) and (3), and Article 181 of the Polish Constitution.
7 Article 179, Article 180 (1) and (2), and Article 2 of the Polish Constitution. Cf. T. Ereciński, 

J. Gudowski, J. Iwulski, [in:] Prawo o ustroju sądów powszechnych. Ustawa o Krajowej Radzie 
Sądownictwa. Komentarz, ed. J. Gudowski, Warszawa 2009, p. 182 ff.

8 Cf. J. Czapska, Wizerunek sądu w opinii społecznej, [in:] Sądy w opinii społeczeństwa pol-
skiego, eds. M. Borucka-Arctowa, K. Pałecki, Kraków 2003, pp. 13–70.
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Figure 1. Conviction on the source of one’s views on Polish courts and judges in the opinion of CBOS 
survey respondents (%)

Source: Centrum Badania Opinii Społecznej (CBOS), Społeczne oceny wymiaru sprawiedliwości, June 2022,  
https://www.cbos.pl/SPISKOM.POL/2022/K_095_22.PDF (access: 15.4.2023), p. 7.

REASONS FOR THE CHOICE OF THE SUBJECT OF ANALYSIS

Narrowing our interest in the MI of the judge to the issue of the image contained 
on the front pages of the Polish newspapers of 2022, we were guided by the need 
to develop that part of the MI of judges which reflects its current specificity and 
which has the greatest social impact.

When choosing the type of medium, we focused on the press, because – as 
one can read in PBC AUDIT Report – “the press has the greatest influence on the 
formation of opinion in Poland. In 2022, in a ranking of the most opinion-forming 
media conducted by the Institute of Media Monitoring, the press had as much as 
33% in terms of citation figures, TV 27%, internet portals and radio – 20% each”.9

In limiting of the perspective on the Polish press market to daily newspapers, 
we were guided by two considerations: (1) the fact that dailies have the largest share 
of the Polish press market10 and (2) the fact that the frequency of their publication 
makes them, on the one hand, the most sensitive barometer of public discourse 
and, on the other hand, a tool of systematic social influence.

9 Polskie Badania Czytelnictwa, Raport AUDYT PBC (dawniej ZKDP). Rozpowszechnia-
nie Tytułów Prasowych w 2022 r., https://www.pbc.pl/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Raport_Au-
dyt_PBC_2022.pdf (access: 10.4.2023), p. 2.

10 Ibidem.
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From the Polish daily press, we have chosen three titles: “Dziennik Gazeta 
Prawna”, “Gazeta Wyborcza” and “Nasz Dziennik”.11 We were guided by, firstly, 
the formal conditions of publication of the press, such as the time of presence on 
the publishing market and the reach of distribution. We have chosen these journals 
because of their long-term presence on the market (GW since 1989, NS since 1998 
and DGP since 2009) and nationwide coverage. Secondly, we have taken into 
account the thematic and pragmatic variables that differentiate press discourse, 
because they determine the relationship between the MIW and the reality covered 
by the media. Thus, the combination of the Catholic-nationalist ND and the lib-
eral (centro-liberal) GW allows us to take into account the ideological diversity of 
press discourse. On the other hand, we decided to compare both of these general 
newspapers with DGP, a daily which is not distinguished by an ideological profile, 
but by a thematic profile (law and economics), to examine how the MI of the judge 
is dependent on the thematic specificity of its medium.

Therefore, we have analysed press titles that have a daily and long-term impact 
on established audience groups. These are probably titles with high opinion-forming 
potential. An additional confirmation of the opinion-forming nature of two of the 
three titles under consideration – GW and DGP – are the results of Polish Reading 
Research’ report (Pol. Polskie Badania Czytelnictwa; formerly Press Distribution 
Control Association [Pol. Związek Kontroli Dystrybucji Prasy]) on the distribution 
of press titles in 2022, a tool that has been present for almost 30 years as a source 
of information for the advertising market (see Table 1), as well as the results of 
press citation research (called opinion-forming studies) conducted by the Institute 
of Media Monitoring (Pol. Instytut Monitorowania Mediów), showing the position 
of GW and DGP in relation to broadcasters representing various media channels 
(see Figure 2) and in a ranking limited to press broadcasters (see Figure 3).

Table 1. Sales of nationwide daily newspaper editions in 2022 – results of the Polish Reading Research’ 
report

Titles
Paid Free of charge

sales of an issue sales of 
a printed issue

sales  
of e-issue

free distribution 
of an issue

Nationwide dailies – the sum of 
average values 384,886 334,783 50,104 –

“Fakt Gazeta Codzienna” 138,160 137,919 241 –
“Super Express” 80,433 80,196 237 –
“Gazeta Wyborcza” 48,133 46,764 1,368 –
“Rzeczpospolita” 34,057 19,852 14,205 –
“Dziennik Gazeta Prawna” 31,139 14,838 16,301 –
“Gazeta Podatkowa” 20,604 16,323 4,281 –

11 Due to the need of frequent mentioning these titles, we use the following acronyms: “Dziennik 
Gazeta Prawna” – DGP, “Gazeta Wyborcza” – GW, “Nasz Dziennik” – ND.
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Titles
Paid Free of charge

sales of an issue sales of 
a printed issue

sales  
of e-issue

free distribution 
of an issue

“Przegląd Sportowy” 15,629 14,360 1,269 –
“Puls Biznesu” 13,137 3,097 10,041 –
“Parkiet Gazeta Giełdy” 3,594 1,434 2,161 –

Source: Polskie Badania Czytelnictwa, Raport AUDYT PBC (dawniej ZKDP). Rozpowszechnianie Tytułów Prasowych 
w 2022 r., https://www.pbc.pl/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Raport_Audyt_PBC_2022.pdf (access: 10.4.2023), p. 3.

Figure 2. Results of press citations research – general ranking

Source: Instytut Monitorowania Mediów, RMF FM najbardziej opiniotwórczym tytułem mediowym 2022 roku, 7.2.2023, 
https://www.imm.com.pl/rmf-fm-najbardziej-opiniotworczym-tytulem-mediowym-2022-roku (access: 10.4.2023).
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Figure 3. Results of press citations research – top 10 press titles

Source: Instytut Monitorowania Mediów, RMF FM najbardziej opiniotwórczym tytułem mediowym 2022 roku, 7.2.2023, 
https://www.imm.com.pl/rmf-fm-najbardziej-opiniotworczym-tytulem-mediowym-2022-roku (access: 10.4.2023).

Although analogous data on readership and citations regarding ND are not 
published, we still wanted to perform an analysis of this title due to its ideologically 
distinct profile.

We have limited temporally and spatially the analysis of GW, ND and DGP to the 
first pages of their 2022 paper issues. We have reviewed paper issues because access 
to them is not subject to digital exclusion. We have analysed issues of 2022 (i.e. the 
last full calendar year), because studies on opinion-forming of the press market are 
conducted in annual cycles. We limited ourselves to analysing front pages of these 
issues, because, as M. Ślawska synthetically puts it, the newspaper’s front page

is a formula that navigates through reality and what the reader can find inside a given issue. 
(…) It is the point of first contact with the description of the events presented in the newspaper – 
a transmitter of the adopted vision of reality of a particular group of people, the editorial board and 
the journalists working there. The front page is a presentation of a certain point of view and the own 
“interests” of the editorial board and the publisher (…). [It brings] specific content and an appropri-
ately differentiated axiological and emotional load. In the macro-structure of the first page, there is 
a kind of control of the perception of the text, but also of reality.12

12 M. Ślawska, Pierwsze strony dzienników ogólnopolskich – przestrzeń radykalizacji?, [in:] 
Transmedialne i multimodalne narracje i dyskursy w obliczu zagrożeń cywilizacyjnych. Radykaliza-
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The importance of textual and pragmatic tasks of the front page for the research 
interested in the perspective of the press broadcaster, is evidenced – as noted by 
press researcher M. Wojtak – by the meticulousness with which this fragment of 
newspapers is prepared.13 This meticulousness can be considered as proof of the 
purposeful nature of the way of talking about reality on front pages.

Concluding the justification for the choice of the subject of the analysis, it is 
necessary to address the question of classification of texts from the front pages of 
GW, ND and DGP in 2022 as components of the source base. In creating this base, 
due to the similarity of the legal and media identification of the relationship of the 
categories of “judge” and “court”, we have selected texts whose subject was a judge 
or court. The legal literature, which holds a professional-scientific-normative per-
spective on the view of reality, includes the view that judges are representatives of 
the judiciary, as they perform the tasks as part of justice administration exercised by 
courts as institutions. For this reason, judges are regarded as the subjective substrate 
(embodiment) of the court.14 The media version of this relationship is shown in 
journalistic accounts, as they depend not only on a professional perspective, but also 
on a common-man perspective.15 In media texts, the concepts of “judge” and “court” 
are not properly distinguished. On the contrary, they are often equated. This is also 
reflected in the cited studies on social evaluations of the judiciary (see Figure 1).

METHODOLOGICAL BASIS OF THE ANALYSIS

The methodological basis of the article is a combination of legal and medio-
linguistic perspectives. The first is manifested by the fact of being rooted in the 
knowledge of the status and functioning of the legal reality entities (including 
the status of the judge and the relationship between the personal and institutional 
aspects of the functioning of the judicial system). The second is manifested by 

cja języka i postaw Polaków w XXI wieku, eds. I. Kawka, W. Prażuch, M. Ślawska, Kraków 2023, 
pp. 236–237.

13 See M. Wojtak, Konfiguracja gatunkowa charakterystyczna dla pierwszej strony gazety, [in:] 
W kulturze pierwszych stron, eds. I. Borkowski, A. Woźny, Wrocław 2005, p. 37; T. Piekot, Pierwsza 
strona gazety jako komunikat, Wrocław 2005; M. Ślawska, Przestrzeń pierwszej strony gazety na 
przykładzie lokalnych dodatków „Dziennika Zachodniego”, [in:] Komunikowanie lokalno-regionalne 
w dobie społeczeństwa medialnego. Problemy teoretyczno-praktyczne, eds. S. Michalczyk, K. Brzoza, 
vol. 1, Katowice 2018.

14 As in, e.g., M. Grzymisławska-Cybulska, Bezstronność sądu i sędziego jako element budo-
wania zaufania do władzy sądowniczej, “Przegląd Sejmowy” 2017, no. 5, pp. 15–31; decision of the 
Supreme Administrative Court of 16 October 2012, I OSK 1886/12, LEX no. 1269635; decision of 
the Supreme Administrative Court of 17 October 2012, I OSK 1876/12, LEX no. 1325008; decision 
of the Supreme Court of 16 October 2016, I NOZP 2/19, LEX no. 2749005.

15 K. Daniel, Normatywny i społeczny obraz sędziego, [in:] Sądy…, pp. 89–147.
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the use of the category of MIW, understood as “a kind of interpretation of the  
so-called real world”16 and of R. Tokarski’s rule of internal motivation of conno-
tation traits,17 adopted by mediolinguistics from the methodology of the linguistic 
image of the world for the purposes of research on the MIW.18 According to the logic 
of the inner motivation of connotation traits, the individual properties of the image 
of the judge are in semantic relationships, motivate each other and determine the 
direction of development of the meaning of the word judge, and thus the direction 
of development of associations linked with the fragment of reality being described.

As a consequence, the article uses both the methods developed in legal sciences, 
as well as press-studies and linguistic methods characteristic of mediolinguistics as 
a subdiscipline of social communication and media sciences and linguistics. The 
use of classical methods developed in legal sciences, mainly the formal-dogmatic 
method, which uses the rules of not only linguistic but also teleological and systemic 
interpretation, allowed an analysis of constitutional and statutory regulations gov-
erning the position and tasks of judges and courts. The fact of taking into account 
the concept of separation of powers and the location of judicial power, as well 
as the related judicial independence19 are a consequence of the application of the 
legal-theoretical method. In turn, when describing the image of the judge, carried 
by front pages of the thematically diverse and ideologically polarized dailies, we 
took into account methodological solutions developed on the basis of the press 
studies (analysis of the content of the press), on the linguistic basis (semantic and 
pragmatic qualitative analysis developed for the linguistic description of the world 
image), as well as on the basis of independent media-linguistic research (multimodal 
analysis). These methods made it possible to describe the associations about a given 
fragment of reality, to determine the intensity of those associations and the degree 
of explicitness of the judgments about reality which gave rise to those associations. 
The methods of quantitative and comparative analysis of the first pages of the DGP, 
GW and ND from 2022 are related to both research methodologies: jurisprudential 
and non-jurisprudential.

16 D. Kępa-Figura, Medialny obraz świata – prolegomena, [in:] Interpretácie sveta v jazyku, 
eds. P. Káša, R. Tokarski, M. Vojteková, Prešov 2015, p. 142.

17 Cf. R. Tokarski, Semantyka barw we współczesnej polszczyźnie, Lublin 1995, pp. 24–34; 
idem, Ramy interpretacyjne a problemy kategoryzacji (przyczynek do tzw. definicji kognitywnej), 
[in:] Językowa kategoryzacja świata, eds. R. Grzegorczykowa, A. Pajdzińska, Lublin 1996, p. 104.

18 For more details on this topic, see D. Kępa-Figura, Mediolingwistyka otwarta, Lublin (in 
preparation).

19 Cf. judgment of the Constitutional Tribunal of 19 April 1999, K 8/99, LEX no. 36399.
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JUDGES ON THE FRONT PAGES – THE QUANTITATIVE AND 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SOURCE BASE

1. Judges on the front pages of DGP in 2022

The analysis of the content of DGP in 2022 showed that the image of the judge 
is shaped on 19 first pages of the 252 DGP issues analysed. At the same time, in 
3 cases out of 19, this topic appears as part of the opening text (i.e. a text whose 
importance is emphasized by the volume, addition of an image, position on the 
page, size of lettering), and in two further previews it competes for the reader’s at-
tention only with the opening text. All these 19 cases are previews for more detailed 
articles published in the main part of the daily edition or in thematic supplements.

For the shaping of the image of the judge, the titles in which the topic of interest 
appeared are already significant (see Table 2).

Table 2. Titles of texts in DGP making up the source base

Title Date
Sąd Najwyższy z przechwytem 10.1.2022
Jak usunąć sędziego złodzieja 20.1.2022
Sędzia delegowany, wyrok za zabójstwo uchylony 22.2.2022
O sędziach od Sasa do lasa 24.3.2022
TSUE daje oręż sędziom 30.3.2022
Sędziowie bez weryfikacji 28.4.2022
Sędzia frankowicz może orzekać 16.5.2022
I prezes SN krytykuje pomysł na przebudowę sądownictwa 26.5.2022
Spór o majątki sędziów TK na nowych torach 4.7.2022
Abolicja dla sędziów 5.7.2022
Stara izba znika, nowa pod lupą Brukseli 11.7.2022
KPO bez sędziów nie ruszy 26.7.2022
„Tu nie chodzi o żadną praworządność” 8.8.2022
Nie tylko w SN testują sędziów 29.8.2022
Pierwszy taki test w NSA 1.9.2022
Rada legislacyjna ostrzega przed spłaszczeniem sądów 7.9.2022
Sędziowie za 100 punktów 22.9.2022
Wydłużone kadencje sędziów 3.10.2022
Izba jest zgodna z wyrokiem TSUE 7–9.10.2022

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

The analyses of these articles have shown that on the first pages in DGP of 2022, 
three parallel characteristics are activated, influencing the shaping of the MI of the 
judge: “judges are politically dependent”, “judges who commit common crimes 
go unpunished”, “judges have special privileges”. The appearance of other char-
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acteristics – in accordance with the principle of internal motivation of connotative 
traits – can be treated as their specification (see Table 3).20

Table 3. Structure of properties attributed to the judge/court on the front pages of DGP in 2022

[1] “judges are politically dependent”
[1a] “judges are divided into the representatives of the ‘previous’ order and the ‘new’ order”

[1a1] “Polish judges, functioning in the reality of co-occurrence of two orders within 
the judiciary: the ‘previous’ and the ‘new’ one, are mutually conflicted”
[1a2] “representatives of the new order assessed negatively and those of the previous 
order – positively”
[1a3] “representatives of the previous order are under the pressure of the new order in 
the judiciary”

[1b] “(Polish) judges are protected by the European Commission”
[2] “judges commit common crimes or are characterised by traits inconsistent with the expected attribution of 
the judge as a personal embodiment of the court”

[2a] “judges who commit common crimes go unpunished”
[3] “judges have special privileges”

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

1.1. DGP – “judges are politically dependent”

The characteristic “judges are politically dependent” is introduced in all the 
publications analysed, but at various levels of explicitness. Namely only in two 
previews concerning the same thematic thread: in Sędziowie bez weryfikacji (Judges 
Unverified) – a journalistic statement about the participation of the Minister of Jus-
tice in filling judicial posts, and in Rada legislacyjna ostrzega przed spłaszczeniem 
sądów21 (The Legislative Council Warns about the Flattening of the Courts), which 
provides an account of the opinion of the Legislative Council presented in the form 
of reported speech, which is a way of presenting someone’s view (see Figure 4).

20 The boldfaced fragments are all highlighted by the authors. These have been used to distin-
guish the numbers identifying the place occupied by the characteristic in the structure of properties 
attributed to the judge/court and the titles of the journalistic publications under analysis.

21 All the citations are referred to in their original wording.
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Figure 4. Politicisation of judges/courts as an explicit assessment – previews contained on DGP front pages

Source: DGP – from the left [28.4] and [7.9].

In other publications analysed, the characteristic [1] appears as a result of 
linguistic devices that reduce the explicitness of the statement. An example of ac-
tivating this property at a low level of explicitness is the preview Sąd Najwyższy 
z przechwytem (Supreme Court with Interception; see Figure 5). The reading of 
this property is a consequence of presentation of the mechanism of the influence 
of the Supreme Court’s mailroom, i.e. an organisational unit of this institution, on 
the activity of the Supreme Court. The adoption of the presupposition “judges are 
politically dependent” is necessary in order to be able to make sense of the practice 
of forwarding by the mailroom of applications addressed to the President of the 
Criminal Chamber of the Supreme Court (representing the previous order in the 
Polish judiciary; hereinafter: CCSC) – as written in the preview – to one of the two 
new chambers of the Supreme Court, the Chamber of Extraordinary Control and 
Public Affairs (CECPA), or rather in order to be able to understand the position 
(representing the “new” order) of the First President of the Supreme Court and the 
President of the CECPA, who consider that no violations have occurred as a result 
of the activities of the mailroom.

At the same time, the characteristic “judges are politically dependent” is linked 
to a negative assessment that the Polish judiciary may depend on politics. This 
assessment is followed by two mechanisms activated in the title. First, the incom-
prehensibility of the word interception (Pol. przechwyt), the meaning of which 
is not specified in the context of the syntactically superior expression Supreme 
Court, can be considered a manifestation of breaking Grice’s maxim of the method 
and a signal of initiating a conversational inference22 leading to the reading of the 

22 On the conversational implicature in one-level (mass) media communication, see D. Kępa-
-Figura, Wnioskowanie ukierunkowane kontekstem pragmatycznym w komunikacji medialnej, [in:] 
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property [1]. The wording of the preview shows that the nominative determination 
of the mechanisms of the Supreme Court as an interception involves the use of the 
verb to intercept as a definition of the activity performed by the Supreme Court 
mailroom staff subordinated to the First President of the Supreme Court. Secondly, 
the use of the word interception as a term belonging to the sports jargon (mainly 
professionals of some team games, e.g. basketball) and the military jargon23 leads 
to the inclusion of the subject of the Polish judiciary in the scope of the influence 
of the conceptual metaphors POLITICS IS SPORT and POLITICS IS WAR.24 
The concept of conceptual metaphor as a mechanism of thinking about reality is 
a bridgehead for the interpretation of the influence on the MI of the judge of a set 
of traits motivated by the characteristic [1a] “judges are divided into representatives 
of the ‘earlier’ order and the ‘new’ order”.

Figure 5. Preview Sąd Najwyższy z przechwytem

Source: DGP [10.1].

It should be added that distinguishing between the “earlier” and “new” orders 
is also introduced in the text in a different way – by using the positive-connotation 
expression is whistleblowing to name the actions of representatives of the CCSC (the 
management of the (…) Criminal Chamber of the Supreme Court (…) is whistleblow-

Nowe zjawiska w języku, tekście i komunikacji III. Kontekst a komunikacja, eds. I. Matusiak-Kempa, 
S. Przybyszewski, Olsztyn 2011, pp. 279–291.

23 One may read in the web version of Słownik języka polskiego PWN that przechwyt (“inter-
ception”) means as follows: “In some team games: interception of a ball in possession of one team 
by a player of the opposing team” and “detection of an enemy aircraft with the aim of attacking and 
destroying it” (see https://sjp.pwn.pl/sjp/przechwyt;2509522, access: 10.4.2023).

24 We refer here to the term “conceptual metaphor” as proposed by G. Lakoff and M. Johnson: 
“Most of our ordinary conceptual system is metaphorical in nature” which means that “human thought 
processes are largely metaphorical” and “the essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing 
one kind of thing in terms of another” (G. Lakoff, M. Johnson, Metaphors We Live By, Chicago–Lon-
don 1980, pp. 4–6).
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ing) and by contrasting the importance of the arguments of representatives of the 
CCSC with arguments of the First President of the Supreme Court and the President 
of CECPA. While representatives of the “previous” order invoke the authority of 
the law (According to Michał Laskowski, the President of the CCSC, this is done in 
a non-statutory manner), representatives of the “new” order invoke their own opinion 
(The addressees of the letter, however, consider that no infringements have occurred).

Figure 6. „Tu nie chodzi o żadną praworządność”

Source: DGP [8.8].

As we pointed out at the beginning of this paragraph, in the analysed publi-
cations from DGP, the semantically superior characteristic “judges are politically 
dependent” is further developed with detailed features ([1a] and subordinate judg-
ments [1a1], as well as [1a2] and [1a3]). Some of these features appeared in the 
preview Sąd Najwyższy z przechwytem, the analysis of which is presented above. 
Without presenting detailed analyses of the publications within the entire DGP 
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source base, we will note the synonyms of the word judge appearing in them, which 
are a clear proof of the influence of the characteristic [1a] “judges are divided into 
representatives of the ‘previous’ order and the ‘new’ order” and the properties 
subordinate to [1a] on the image of the judge in DGP. We mean both one-word 
neologisms and expressions:

−	 „dobrozmianowy” prezes sądu (the “good-change” [reformist] President of 
the Court) – when referring to Dariusz Kliś (in Sędzia delegowany, wyrok 
za zabójstwo uchylony);

−	 Neosędziowie (neo-judges; in TSUE daje oręż neosędziom) and „nowi” 
sędziowie (“new” judges; [11.7] – about the judges appointed by the National 
Council of the Judiciary after its reform of 2017);

−	 „starzy” sędziowie (“old” judges; [11.7] – about the judges appointed by 
the National Council of the Judiciary before its reform of 2017).

It should also be noted that the DGP introduces the characteristic [1b] “(Polish) 
judges are protected by the European Commission”. Reading it in the opening text 
„Tu nie chodzi o żadną praworządność” (“This Is Not about Any Rule of Law”; 
see Figure 6) requires reception competences that can be expected from readers 
of this specialist periodical: the ability to distinguish between the content being 
reported and the positions adopted by the authors of the article.

1.2. DGP – “judges commit common crimes or are characterised by traits 
inconsistent with the expected attribution of the judge as a personal embodiment of 

the court” vs. “judges have special privileges”

The characteristics “judges commit common crimes or are characterised by 
traits inconsistent with the expected attribution of the judge as a personal embodi-
ment of the court” (e.g. bias) appeared in 3 of the 19 DGP publications analysed. In 
the sphere of semantic presuppositions in the texts Jak usunąć sędziego złodzieja 
(How to Remove a Thief Judge; here: “judges steal”) and Abolicja dla sędziów 
(Abolition for Judges; cf. proceedings concerning crimes committed by judges; 
abolition for judges – “judges commit crimes”) and in the sphere of pragmatic pre-
suppositions in the short preview Sędzia frankowicz może orzekać (A Judge Who Is 
a CHF Loan Borrower May Adjudicate; cf. The fact that a judge himself has a loan 
with a bank does not mean a priori that he may not adjudicate in a case in which 
that bank is a party and the claim is to annul the mortgage contract denominated 
in CHF – “a judge can be biased”). In one of the cited publications (Jak usunąć 
sędziego złodzieja), the characteristic “judges who commit common crimes go un-
punished” was introduced by means of systemic persuasive devices – interpretive 
syntax and emotionally charged words (cf. Despite the fact that Appellate Court 
Judge Robert W. was validly convicted of stealing memory sticks, he has still not 
been removed from the profession).
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The counterbalance for these negative characteristics is the conviction, con-
tained in at least five DGP publications, that “judges have special privileges”, 
echoing the perception of the position of a judge. It is introduced with two types 
of contexts: when a defined attribution of a judge is assumed and when different 
types of abuse committed by individual judges are mentioned. Activated at dif-
ferent levels of explicitness, it interacts with other elements of the structure of 
properties assigned to the judge on the front pages of DGP in 2022. In the preview 
Jak usunąć sędziego złodzieja, the conviction about the special attributes of the 
profession of judge included in the area of pragmatic assumptions of the state-
ment: Some judges of the DC [Disciplinary Chamber] show caution in resolving 
the disciplinary cases of judges after well-known rulings of international bodies, 
explains Piotr Falkowski, DC SC spokesman – is competing with the character-
istic “judges are politically dependent”. Reading one of these characteristics is 
a manifestation of the choice of a particular cognitive perspective. On the other 
hand, in the statement: The head of the European Commission gave an interview 
to the DGP in which she believes that the new Act on the judiciary (which entered 
into force in mid-July) does not guarantee judges the possibility of challenging 
the status of other judges without risking being held accountable – taken from the 
statement KPO bez sędziów nie ruszy (The National Reconstruction Plan Will Not 
Be Launched Without Judges), the pragmatic presupposition (x) “judges are entitled 
to the attribute of independence” does not compete with “judges are politically 
dependent” but rather enters into a causal relationship with it: since (y), one has 
to fight for keeping (x). In this example, the European Commission is depicted as 
defending the independence of Polish judges.

The attribution of the image of the judge with the property of independence 
also occurs as a result of logical argumentation in the preview TSUE daje oręż 
neosędziom (cf. e.g. The mere fact that a judge was appointed in such and not 
other circumstances does not undermine their impartiality). In this case, the fea-
ture “judges have special privileges”, due to the presupposition of the primacy of 
these privileges, builds a gradation in which the politically conditioned changes in 
the way the Polish judiciary functions and the resulting internal divisions (cf. old 
judges vs. neo-judges), although assessed very negatively by the EU institutions, 
become (also for these institutions) less important than the attributes statutorily 
vested in the judge as a personal representative of the court.

Justifications for this attribution are also invoked at a higher level of explicitness – 
as a result of making an inference based on logical argumentation (cf. from the preview 
The First President of the Supreme Court criticises the idea of the reconstruction of 
the judiciary: The changes planned by the Ministry of Justice in common courts are 
unacceptable from the perspective of guarantees of the independence of the judiciary), 
or even directly (cf. the reason [for the decision to exclude “Swiss Franc loan bor-
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rower” judges from adjudicating in Swiss franc loan cases contrary to the resolution 
of the Supreme Court] is the special constitutional position of the Supreme Court).

2. Judges on the front pages of GW in 2022

The analysis of the content of GW in 2022 showed that the image of the judge 
is shaped on 21 first pages of the 304 GW issues analysed (see Table 4).

Table 4. Titles of texts in GW making up the source base

Title Date
Żulczyk nie popełnił przestępstwa 11.1.2022
Ziobryści biorą Izbę 19.1.2022
PiS PRZEGRAŁ W TSUE 17.2.2022
TK IDZIE ŚLADEM PUTINA 11.3.2022
W sprawie neosędziów bez odpowiedzi 23.3.2022
Sekretne majątki 19.4.2022
Pierwszy taki wyrok 3.6.2022
Na seks sama namawiała 14.6.2022
Rząd PiS uciszał sędziego Żurka 17.6.2022
Tajne majątki 1.7.2022
Polska nie wykona wyroku 5.7.2022
PiS ma Trybunał i kroczy drogą putinowskiej Rosji 6.7.2022
Precedensowy wyrok SN 3.8.2022
Julia Przyłębska. WIERNA I SŁABA 6–7.8.2022
PRZYWRÓCONY I… ODSUNIĘTY OD ORZEKANIA 9.8.2022
Sąd krytykuje pozew 7.10.2022
Bunt sędziów 18.10.2022
Tuleya przywrócony do orzekania 30.11.2022
Papierowa niezawisłość 2.12.2022
TK „zainfekowany” 7.12.2022
Idą po KPO 15.12.2022

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

In 7 out of 21 GW publications under analysis, the image of the judge appears 
as part of the opening text, and in the next two they compete only with the opening 
texts. Analyses of these 21 texts have shown that three parallel characteristics are 
activated on the first pages of GW in 2022: “judges are politically dependent”, 
“judges have special privileges” and “judges perform their duties, i.e. they adju-
dicate – in a right way (when as expected) or in a wrong way (when contrary to 
the expectation)”. In accordance with the principle of internal motivation of con-
notative features, these characteristics are detailed. The structure of the properties 
assigned to the judge/court on the front pages of GW in 2022, shaping the MI of 
the judge is reflected in Table 5.
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Table 5. Structure of properties attributed to the judge/court on the front pages of GW in 2022
[1] “judges are politically dependent”

[1a] “judges are divided into the representatives of the ‘previous’ order and the ‘new’ order”
[1a1] “Polish judges, functioning in the reality of co-occurrence of two orders within 
the judiciary: the ‘previous’ and the ‘new’ one, are mutually conflicted”
[1a2] “representatives of the new order assessed negatively and those of the previous 
order – positively”
[1a3] “representatives of the previous order are under the pressure of the new order in 
the judiciary”

[1b] “judges are protected by the Court of Justice of the European Union”
[2] “judges have special privileges”
[3] “judges perform their duties, i.e. they adjudicate – in a right way (when as expected) or in a wrong way 
(when contrary to the expectation)”

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

2.1. GW – “judges are politically dependent”

The characteristic “judges are politically dependent” appears in at least 17 
publications out of 21 analysed. “At least”, since the reception of the remaining 
four texts (see Figure 7) may be conditional on considering this characteristic as 
one to form a pragmatic background of the expression.

Figure 7. Politicisation of judges/courts as part of the pragmatic context – previews from GW front pages

Source: GW – from left [11.1], [3.6], [14.6], [7.12].

The abandonment of the presentation of this analytical thread can be commen- 
ted on by the observation that, like in the case of DGP, the characteristic “judges 
are politically dependent” are introduced at different levels of explicitness. What 
distinguishes GW from DGP is the more frequent introduction of this character-
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istic at a high level of explicitness and the clarity of its negative characterisation. 
Seven publications can be referred to here, including as many as four opening texts 
(Rząd PiS uciszał sędziego Żurka [The PiS Government Has Been Silencing 
Judge Żurek], PiS ma Trybunał i kroczy drogą putinowskiej Rosji [PiS Holds 
the Tribunal and Follows the Path of Putin’s Russia], Ziobryści biorą Izbę [Zio-
bro Supporters Take Over a Supreme Court Chamber], Papierowa niezawisłość 
[Paper Independence]) and one comprehensive multimodal preview placed over 
the opening text throughout the width of the front page (PRZYWRÓCONY I… 
ODSUNIĘTY OD ORZEKANIA [REINSTATED and… REMOVED FROM ADJU-
DICATING]). The explicitness is not only a consequence of introducing the politi-
cisation assessment directly (for example, see the previews presented in Figure 8).

Figure 8. Politicisation of judges/courts as an explicit assessment – previews contained on GW front pages

Source: GW – from left: [23.3], [3.8], [9.8].

It is also ensured by pointing to the side that is responsible for the politicisa- 
tion, i.e. the government and the PiS party (cf. [17.6] Rząd PiS uciszał sędzie-
go Żurka; Polish authorities wanted to intimidate Judge Waldemar Żurek; [6.7]  
PiS ma Trybunał i kroczy drogą putinowskiej Rosji) and those who represented 
these institutional participants ([19.1] Ziobryści biorą Izbę; Zbigniew Ziobro’s trus-
ted person; [2.12] Zbigniew Ziobro’s schoolmate and at the same time the head of the 
neo-NCJ not fined; Judge Elżbieta Jabłońska-Malik (…) allegedly pressed two judges 
to withdraw the request for imposing a fine on Judge Dagmara Pawełczyk-Woicka 
[a friend of Zbigniew Ziobro]).

At the same time, this mechanism is a manifestation of polarisation of the reality 
depicted in GW through semantically subordinate connotations [1a], [1a1], [1a2], 
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[1a3]. A vivid example of co-occurrence of this set of judgments is the opening 
text, already mentioned herein, Rząd PiS uciszał sędziego Żurka (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. The set of judgments motivated by the characteristic “judges are divided into representatives of 
the ‘previous’ order and the ‘new’ order” – opening text Rząd PiS uciszał sędziego Żurka

Source: GW [17.6].

Their traces include, firstly, calling the representative of the “earlier” order – 
Judge Waldemar Żurek, the face of the judicial resistance, a porte-parole for the 
lawful National Council of Judiciary protesting against changes compromising the 
independence of the courts, while referring to the representatives of the “new” order 
as apparent representatives of the judges.25 Secondly, verbalising the conviction 

25 The “new” order judges are also referred to on GW front pages as neo-judges and so-called 
neo-judges (for example, see [23.3], [5.7], [18.10], [2.12]). In fact, the term “neo-judges” was per-
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about the goal of the actions attributed to the PiS by the GW: They were aimed 
at politicising the National Council of the Judiciary, a body which influences the 
staffing of all courts nationwide. Since then, the National Council of the Judiciary 
(NCJ) has started helping the PiS make changes to the courts. Thirdly, calling this 
action a “reform” of the NCJ – the depreciating effect of this categorisation is based 
on taking the positive word reform in quotes.

To conclude this paragraph, one more connotation motivated by the character-
istic “judges are politically dependent” must be noted – namely [1b] “courts are 
protected by the Court of Justice of the EU”. This connotation is not a mere con-
sequence of the conviction that the Polish judiciary is politicised (cf. PiS przegrał 
w TSUE [PiS Has Lost in the CJEU]: The “money for the rule of law” principle 
is in line with EU law as acknowledged by the EU Court of Justice; Rząd PiS 
uciszał sędziego Żurka: Polish authorities wanted to intimidate Judge Waldemar 
Żurek, who had criticised judicial reforms, the Strasbourg Court acknowledged 
yesterday. It also stressed that defending the rule of law is the duty of judges). It 
is also semantically linked to the characteristic “judges have special privileges” 
(cf. paragraph 2.2).

2.2. GW – “judges have special privileges” vs. “judges perform their duties, i.e. they 
adjudicate (whether in a right or wrong way)”

The feature “judges have special privileges” appears in the structure of the 
image of the judge from the first pages of GW of 2022 as in the case of the DGP. 
And, similarly like in the DGP, a trace of gradation appears in the GW between the 
texts analysed: the feature “judges have special privileges” is more important than 
“judges are politically dependent”. However, in the GW contexts where a trace of 
this gradation appears, the participation of representatives of the “new” order in 
the destruction of the attribute of judges’ independence is highlighted (for example, 
cf. the text Papierowa niezawisłość: There is a suspicion reported of influencing 
unlawfully the content of a court ruling by Judge Elżbieta Jabłońska-Malik – the 
head of the appeal section of the District Court in Krakow), and not the need to 
respect this attribute as in the DGP (cf. paragraph 1.2).

These manifestations of the conviction about a gradation of the discussed quali-
ties influencing the image of the judge indicate that this conviction is weak, and the 
property “judges have special privileges” is an attribute treated as an instrument in the 
fight against politicisation of the Polish judiciary. This interpretation is also confirmed 

suasively explained in one of the opening texts – people appointed to courts of law at the request of 
the National Council of the Judiciary politicized by the PiS [5.7]. On the other hand, judges of the 
“previous” order are called judges from before the “good change” [6.7], legitimate judges [19.1], 
[18.10], or most often simply judges.
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by the characteristic [3] “judges perform their duties, i.e. they adjudicate” appearing 
in the analysed GW publications, as its occurrence entails an assessment placed in the 
sphere of pragmatic presuppositions: “they adjudicate in a right or wrong manner”. 
This observation is based on an analysis of contexts in which rulings are referred to 
concerning the functioning of judicial institutions or, more broadly, the legal system 
and the work of its representatives. Resigning from repeating the previously quoted 
excerpts from the publication, we will cite the three-sentence preview entitled Sąd 
krytykuje pozew (The Court Criticises the Lawsuit; see Figure 10).

Figure 10. Sąd krytykuje pozew

Source: GW [7.10].

The statement of a high degree of certainty and assessment potential contained 
in this preview: The plenipotentiary of the TVP was guilty of plagiarism in the 
lawsuit against the Agora company and the description of the action performed 
by the court with the verb to point out are the signals of the conviction that the 
public media are dependent on the current government and the introduction of the 
characteristic “judges perform their duties, i.e. they adjudicate in a right manner”.

3. Judges on the front pages of ND in 2022

An analysis of the contents of ND issues published in 2022 showed that the 
image of the judge is shaped by texts from the first 13 pages of ND of 2022 (out 
of 303 issues of that daily newspaper; see table 6).

Table 6. Titles of texts in ND making up the source base

Title Date
Ideologiczny wyrok 3.1.2022
Sąd głuchy na argumenty 25.3.2022
KOMPROMIS W SPRAWIE LIKWIDACJI IZBY DYSCYPLINARNEJ 23.5.2022
Targowica w togach 3.6.2022
TSUE ZAJĄŁ SIĘ SKARGĄ KE NA POLSKĘ 29.6.2022
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Title Date
Sądy na usługach UE 2–3.7.2022
Zastanawiająca opieszałość TK 28.7.2022
Buta sędziowskiej kasty 30.8.2022
Wyrok przeciw bezpieczeństwu 21.9.2022
Prawda się obroniła 27.9.2022
Wyrok na puszczę 5.10.2022
Nasza misja pro-life trwa [lid: Dziś przypada druga rocznica bezprecedensowego w skali 
Europy wyroku polskiego Trybunału Konstytucyjnego] 22–23.10.2022

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

As many as 9 of the 13 articles analysed attract the reader’s attention: eight as 
opening texts, and the ninth as a preview, whose location on the page and graphical 
way of distinction are only less attractive than the opening text.

Analysis of the first pages of ND of 2022 showed that the image of the judge 
was influenced by two (interrelated) characteristics: “judges are politically depend-
ent” and “judges perform their duties, i.e. they adjudicate – in a right way (when 
as expected) or in a wrong way (when contrary to the expectation)”. The structure 
of properties that shape the image of the judge on the front pages of ND in 2022 
is presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Structure of properties attributed to the judge/court on the front pages of ND in 2022
[1] “judges are politically dependent”

[1a] “the (Polish) courts succumb to the policy and ideology of the West”
[1b] “(Polish and European) judges act contrary to the interests of Poland/Polish State/Polish 
society”
[1c] “the judiciary is conflicted”

[2] “judges perform their duties, i.e. they adjudicate – in a right way (when as expected) or in a wrong way 
(when contrary to the expectation)”

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

3.1. ND – “judges are politically dependent”

The characteristic “judges are politically dependent” is activated in at least 10 
of the ND texts analysed, and for the remaining two: KOMPROMIS W SPRAWIE 
LIKWIDACJI IZBY DYSCYPLINARNEJ (COMPROMISE CONCERNING 
THE DISSOLUTION OF THE DISCIPLINARY CHAMBER) and KOSZTOW-
NA ZWŁOKA TRYBUNAŁU KONSTUTUCYJNEGO (CONSTITUTIONAL 
TRIBUNAL’S COSTLY DELAY) – written with capital letters, according to the 
convention adopted in the ND – is an element of the context, the knowledge of 
which is necessary to delineate the interpretative horizon of the community of 
broadcasting and reception built around ND. It should be noted that distinguishing 
the characteristic [1] “judges are politically dependent” does not show the speci-
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ficity of the image of the judge from the front pages of ND of 2022. Instead, it is 
determined by the properties [1a] and [1b], which make the characteristic [1] more 
detailed, and by the fact that the development of the conviction about the politi-
cisation of the Polish judiciary, specific for DGP and GW, with the characteristic 
judges are divided into representatives of the “previous” order and the “new” order 
is replaced in ND by the very general presupposition [1c] “the judiciary is conflic- 
ted”. Significantly, it is presupposed only in one six-word preview KOMPROMIS 
W SPRAWIE LIKWIDACJI IZBY DYSCYPLINARNEJ, the reading of which 
is based on knowledge of the meaning of the word compromise and knowledge of 
the course of liquidation of the Disciplinary Chamber.

The properties [1a] “(Polish) courts succumb to Western policy and ideology” 
and [1b] “(Polish and European) judges act contrary to the interests of Poland/Polish 
State/Polish society” – which are a detailed conviction about the politicisation of 
courts’ actions – are closely interrelated. They are articulated most prominently in four 
opening texts, or indeed in their titles (Sądy na usługach UE [Courts at EU’s Ser-
vice], Targowica w togach [Traitors in Judge’s Robes], Zastanawiająca opieszałość 
TK [Constitutional Tribunal’s Astonishing Sluggishness], Buta sędziowskiej kasty 
[Arrogance of the Caste of Judges]) and in one of the brief previews from the 
thematic section “COURT” (Ideologiczny wyrok [Ideological Ruling]). However, 
in the publication Buta sędziowskiej kasty (see Figure 11), the image of the judge 
is shaped as a result of a negative assessment of international judicial associations 
which, as we read in the lead of the publication analysed, challenged the decision of 
the EU Council on the Polish National Reconstruction Plan before the CJEU, which 
is considered by the author of the text as a sign of support for the Polish opposition.

The negative evaluation of these associations is evidenced by the way in which 
they are named, act and identify the motivation for this action. Valuation is intro-
duced not only by the journalistic expression caste of judges (due to the negative 
connotations of the noun caste26) or the word arrogance (in the case where the neg-
ative connotation has the status of a defining feature27), repeated by the author of the 
publication after Marcin Romanowski, quoted in the article, who attributes arrogance 
to international associations of judges. Valuation is also introduced as part of quoted 
statements made by people who can be considered as authorities in view of ND’s ide-
ological profile. Firstly, it is a consequence of calling the activities of international 
judicial associations by Adam Andruszkiewicz, Secretary of State in the Chancellery 
of the Prime Minister, an unacceptable interference (…) in our national affairs. Sec-

26 Caste is a social group distinguished from others by privileges, material status or profession 
(see Kasta, https://wsjp.pl/haslo/podglad/10389/kasta, access: 10.4.2023).

27 Arrogance is “the quality of someone who is overconfident and behaves haughtily, being 
convinced that he is better than others and has other rights” (see Buta, https://wsjp.pl/haslo/podg-
lad/3807/buta, access: 10.4.2023).
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ondly, it is also introduced as a quotation from Marcin Romanowski (see Figure 11). 
At the same time, quoting is not a way of distancing oneself from the opinions con-
tained in the citation, but of highlighting their importance. This is evidenced, among 
other things, by the elevation of Marcin Romanowski to the position of authority by 
mentioning his academic degree and position in the government, as well as by the 
value-laden description of the verbal activity of this authority by means of the verb 
to observe in the stylistic sense of “to say”.

Figure 11. Opening text Buta sędziowskiej kasty

Source: ND [30.8].

Without going into a detailed analysis of the remaining publications, in which 
the characteristics [1a] “the (Polish) courts succumb to the policy and ideology 
of the West” and [1b] “judges act contrary to the interests of Poland/Polish State/
Polish society” are introduced, we should note their most prominent verbal exam-
ples. Prominent not only because of the high level of explicitness of the assessment 
introduced, but also because they are components of the titles of the analysed pub-
lications. An example of this may be the labelling of Polish judges as targowica 
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(after the Targowica Confederation of 1792 convened with backing of the Russian 
Empire to counter reformist efforts undertaken by the then Polish government) 
used to describe “persons considered by the speaker to be traitors to the nation”28 
(cf. Targowica w togach), the use of the phrase to be at the service of as a way to 
formulate an unverifiable assessment of the actions of courts which, as we read in 
the lead, dismissed resolutions to hold off the lgbt ideology (cf. Sądy na usługach 
UE), and the negatively charged word ideological as a grammatical modifier char-
acterising the Ostrołęka Regional Court ruling (cf. Ideologiczny wyrok), as well 
as the presumption in the title Zastanawiająca opieszałość TK about the political 
and ideological dependence of the Constitutional Tribunal, which in two years has 
not issued a ruling on – as it is written in the publication – the compatibility of the 
Convention of the Council of Europe on preventing and combating violence against 
women and domestic violence with the Polish Constitution.

3.2. ND – “judges perform their duties, i.e. they adjudicate – in a right way 
(as expected) or in a wrong way (contrary to the expectation)”

The most explicit examples of the activation in ND of the characteristic [2] 
“judges perform their duties, i.e. they adjudicate – in a right way (as expected) or in 
a wrong way (contrary to the expectation)” are titles of six texts which contain an 
assessment of judicial decisions. Without going into a thorough analysis, the titles of 
the opening text – Wyrok przeciw bezpieczeństwu (Judgment against Security), the 
publication competing with the opening text – Sąd głuchy na argumenty (A Court 
Deaf to Arguments) and a brief preview Ideologiczny wyrok can be regarded as 
an expression of a negative assessment of judicial decisions. However, one should 
examine more carefully the surprising title Wyrok na Puszczę (Judgment against 
the Forest). In this case, the assessment arises from reading a wordplay based on 
the ambiguity of the word judgment. The primary, in the context of court activity, 
meaning of the word judgment as a “decision of a judge or judicial panel, consti-
tuting a ruling in criminal or civil trial” – competes with the meaning as an “irref-
utable and unfavourable opinion on a certain issue”29 activated by the introduction 
of a syntactic connectivity judgment – against someone, something: against the 
Forest (i.e. the Białowieża Forest – cf. the lead The Białowieża Forest faces further 
devastation. This is the result of a ruling of the court that upheld the ideological 
demands of the so-called environmental organisation).

Interestingly, the positive assessment of court decisions is only suggested in ND 
titles. In the publication titled Nasza misja pro-life trwa (Our Pro-Life Mission Con-
tinues), it appears as a result of recalling one of the symptoms of the effectiveness 

28 See Targowica, https://wsjp.pl/haslo/podglad/90092/targowica (access: 10.4.2023).
29 Cf. Wyrok, https://wsjp.pl/haslo/podglad/18114/wyrok (access: 10.4.2023).
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of the title mission: On 22 October 2020, the Constitutional Tribunal increased the 
legal protection of conceived children, abolishing the so-called eugenic condition, 
as a result of which thousands of children suspected of illness had lost their lives 
every year. On the other hand, the title of another opening text Prawda się obroniła 
(Truth Has Defended Itself), which is a reference to the expression truth defends 
itself, although it is the first signal of a positive assessment of the court’s action, and 
at the same time it is a signal of diminishing the role of its judicial activity.

The discussion of the characteristic introduced in ND “judges perform their 
duties, i.e. they adjudicate – in a right way (as expected) or in a wrong way (con-
trary to the expectation)” is a juxtaposition of two of the quoted texts: Sąd głuchy 
na argumenty and Prawda się obroniła (see Figure 12).

Figure 12. ND – “judges perform their duties, i.e. they adjudicate – in a right way (as expected) or in 
a wrong way (contrary to the expectation)”

Source: ND – from left: [25.3], [27.9].

The sentence convicting the financial director of the Lux Veritatis Foundation 
was assessed as disgraceful, which is a manifestation of the fact that the Court [is] 
deaf to arguments. On the other hand, the dismissal of this judgment was considered 
a manifestation of the power of truth (cf. the title Prawda się obroniła).
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CONCLUSIONS

Our conclusions regarding the MI of the judge are based on the observation 
that in many publications of the source database, the concepts of court and judge 
are not differentiated. These conclusions are of a dual nature – they refer to the 
form, the choice of which determined the shape of the MI of the judge and to the 
properties of this image.

Messages shaping the image of the judge in 2022 were published slightly more 
often on front pages of DGP (in 19 out of 252 issues) and GW (in 21 out of 304 
issues) than of ND (in 13 out of 303 issues). This could indicate that the “power” 
of influence in the creation of the MI of the judge is slightly less than in the case 
of DGP and GW. However, this conclusion weakens the observation regarding 
the form of publication of the texts under analysis. While in DGP the judge/court 
matters appeared three times as part of an opening text and two times in previews 
competing for the reader’s attention only with the opening text, in ND – eight open-
ing texts and one preview almost equivalent to the opening text, that is, similarly to 
GW, in which it appeared in seven opening texts and in two publications competing 
only with the opening texts. This analysis therefore showed that the issues related 
to the judiciary were equally often treated by both GW and ND as a priority. It was 
rarely ranked in the top position in GDP.

Although individual properties of the MI of the judge in all the periodicals 
analysed were introduced using the same linguistic means and devices (directly, by 
lexical persuasive means, in the sphere of pragmatic and semantic presuppositions, 
as a result of initiation of conversational inference and logical argumentation), these 
mechanisms were used with various frequency. Without a detailed analysis of the 
impact of this variable on the shape of the MI of the judge, we can responsibly only 
identify a higher level of explicitness in GW and ND messages than DGP messages.

The analyses show a similarity between the image of the judge shaped in the 
front pages of DGP and GW due to sharing the property “judges are politically 
dependent” developed by identical (discussed above) detailing that the reason for 
this politicisation is the way power is exercised in Poland, as well as the property 
“judges have special privileges”. The differences between DGP and GW can be 
boiled down to three issues. Firstly, the intensity of the properties attributed to 
judges in DGP and GW, and the way they are introduced. Secondly, the way these 
“special privileges” are understood. In the DGP, the opinion “judges have special 
privileges” echoes the thinking about the judicial function and is shown as a prop-
erty close to the attribute of “special powers” normatively vested in the judge in the 
legal and social reality inextricably linked to the special duties and limitations which 
together constitute the status of the judicial profession and constitute a guarantee 
of independence of judges. In GW, on the other hand, these “special privileges” are 
treated instrumentally, as a tool in the fight against the politicisation of the Polish 
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judiciary. Thirdly, a manifestation of the dissimilarity of the DGP and GW is the 
introduction into the image of the judge in DGP of the property “judges commit 
common crimes or are characterised by traits inconsistent with the expected attribu-
tion of the judge as a personal embodiment of the court”, and into the image of the 
judge in GW of the property “judges perform their duties, i.e. they adjudicate – in 
a right way (as expected) or in a wrong way (contrary to the expectation)”. Their 
occurrence shows the fact that DGP is trying to be the guardian of the social order 
while GW is the guardian of a certain vision of this order.

Including the third newspaper in the comparison, two issues should be noted. 
Firstly, the way in which the conviction about the politicisation of judges com-
mon for GW and DGP is detailed differs from that of ND, in which the cause of 
the politicisation is seen in succumbing to the policy and ideology of the West. It 
should be noted that the impact of the property “the judiciary is conflicted” on the 
image of the judge in ND is minimized, which is a general and individual reflec-
tion of the opinions, most important for DGP and GW, about the polarisation of 
the Polish judiciary between the “previous” order and the “new” order. Secondly, 
the characteristic, common for GW and ND, “judges perform their duties, i.e. 
they adjudicate – in a right way (as expected) or in a wrong way (contrary to the 
expectation)” strongly assessing actions of judges/courts, draws attention both to 
the similarity of these newspapers as politically and ideologically profiled, and to 
the differences resulting from the direction of this profiling.

The final conclusions address two issues. Firstly, the question whether or not 
there is one MI of the judge and, secondly, the nature of the relationship between 
the MI of the judge and the normatively designed framework for the performance 
of judicial function. As regards the first of those issues, it must be stated that, since 
the MI of the judge in these periodicals differ, there is no single MI of the judge, 
but there are media images of the judge. As regards the second issue, the general 
observation of the subjectivity and emotional nature of the MI of the judge presented 
on the front pages of the newspapers in question must be subject to certain reser-
vations. Although, in all the titles analysed, the images of the judge as a personal 
embodiment of the court are not a reflection of reality, but an interpretation of reality, 
and are a collection of subjective and emotionally related characteristics, the titles 
analysed differ in the degree of interpretative nature. The most outstanding here 
is DGP, which, drawing attention to the dependence of the judiciary on political 
authorities and seeing the problem of its internal division, tries to maintain neutrality 
in the media dispute over the Polish judiciary. In the case of this specialised daily, 
the professional perspective on judicial reality and its impact on the image of the 
judge is revealed more clearly and is not treated instrumentally.
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ABSTRAKT

Opracowanie mieści się w nurcie badań nad medialnym obrazem sędziego, będącym składnikiem 
medialnego obrazu świata. Istotność przedmiotu badań wynika z pozycji i znaczenia sędziego dla 
funkcjonowania społeczeństwa i państwa oraz ze współzależności pomiędzy funkcjonowaniem zawodu 
sędziego, jego prestiżem a tzw. opinią publiczną. Celem artykułu jest odtworzenie obrazu sędziego 
(jego właściwości i relacji między tymi właściwościami), którego nośnikiem są pierwsze strony ga-
zet. Po uzasadnieniu ograniczenia bazy materiałowej do papierowych wydań reprezentatywnych dla 
polskiego rynku prasowego dzienników ogólnopolskich z 2022 r., analizie poddano pierwsze strony 
trzech tytułów: „Dziennika Gazety Prawnej”, „Gazety Wyborczej” i „Naszego Dziennika”. Analizy 
pozwoliły na: wyłonienie właściwości przypisywanych sędziom w poszczególnych periodykach i na 
ich ustrukturyzowanie; spostrzeżenie tożsamości środków i zabiegów językowych wykorzystywanych 
w analizowanych tytułach prasowych do kształtowania obrazu sędziego i jednoczesnej odmienności ob-
razów sędziego ukształtowanych na pierwszych stronach analizowanych tytułów; skonstatowanie, że we 
wszystkich analizowanych tytułach obrazy sędziego jako osobowego reprezentanta sądu (co jednak nie 
zawsze jest właściwie różnicowane) nie są odbiciem rzeczywistości, lecz jej interpretacją, a także mają 
charakter zbioru powiązanych ze sobą subiektywnych i nacechowanych emocjonalnie charakterystyk.

Słowa kluczowe: sędzia; sąd; medialny obraz sędziego; Dziennik Gazeta Prawna; Gazeta Wy-
borcza; Nasz Dziennik
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